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ABSTRACT
The Scalable Video Coding (SVC) is an extension of the
H.264/ AVC standard which allows temporal, spatial and
quality scalability of video bitstreams. This paper proposes
to make use of the multipath routing protocol to transmit
H.264/SVC over ad hoc networks. The Multipath Optimized
Link State Routing (MP-OLSR) protocol that we propose
can forward the bitstream through different paths, and by
using the scalable feature of SVC and Unequal Error Protection(UEP), the video quality can be further improved. An
evaluation framework called SVCEval is built to simulate the
SVC video transmission over different kinds of networks.
The simulation results reveal that multipath routing combined with UEP can effectively enhance the quality of video
transmission over ad hoc networks.
Index Terms— H.264/SVC, ad hoc network, multipath
routing, QoS
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the wireless network technology, the specifications on wireless LAN like 802.11a/b/g
are becoming popular for video transmission. And larger
networks with longer ranges can be achieved by multihop transmission, i.e. Mobile Ad Hoc NETwork technology (MANET). This kind of network is spontaneous, selforganized and self-maintained. Those features make it suitable for battle fields, disaster recovery and scenarios that
fixed infrastructure is undesirable.
The dynamic topology and the unpredictable wireless
environment are great challenges for routing the data over
MANETs. So a lot of routing protocols have been proposed, such as Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR [1])
and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR [2]). However, those
routing protocols still suffer from frequent route failures and
make it impossible to forward packets reliably. It is even
more difficult to provide video services which require large
bandwidth and strong delay constraints in MANETs.
In the literature, there have been a lot of work to improve
the quality of video transmission. In [3], the multiple description coding (MDC) and multiple path transport are combined

for video and image transmission in MANETs. In [4], the
author presents a multisource streaming approach to increase
the robustness of real-time video transmission in MANETs.
Another UEP scheme is proposed in [5] based on the estimation of the overall distortion of decoder reconstructed frames
due to enhancement layer truncation, drift/error propagation
and error concealment in the H.264/SVC. Our previous
work in [6] also discussed the priority image and video
transmission.
In this paper, we are specially interested in the network
transmission of Scalable Video Coding (SVC). We propose the multipath routing approach with UEP to transmit
H.264/SVC video stream over MANET to improve the video
quality at the receiver. Multipath Optimized Link State Routing (MP-OLSR) is used as routing protocol. It is a multipath
extension of OLSR, and can generate multiple node-disjoint
or link-disjoint paths by using Multipath Dijkstra Algorithm.
Based on the multipath routing, Finite Radon Transform
(FRT) [7] can be used as UEP code. FRT is a discrete data
projection method and Maximum Distance Separable (MDS)
code. To evaluate the transmission of H.264/SVC, a video
evaluation framework, SVCEval, is proposed to simulate
the video bitstream over different kinds of networks. The
simulation is taken in a MANET with different mobility and
topology changes. The results reveal that the MP-OLSR can
be better adapted to frequent topology changes and UEP
with multipath routing can further improve the video quality
at the receiver.
The contribution of this paper is double. Firstly, the
multipath routing protocol with UEP coding is proposed
for H.264/SVC transmission. Secondly, a video evaluation
framework with great flexibility, called SVCEval, is built
for quality evaluation. It can be used for various network
architecture. The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. We introduce our MP-OLSR protocol with priority
forward error correction coding in section II. The SVCEval
framework for SVC video evaluation is presented in section
III. In section IV, simulation and performance evaluation are
performed. Finally, we conclude this paper in section V.

II. MULTIPATH OLSR FOR PRIORITY ERROR
CORRECTION
II-A. Multipath Optimized Link State Routing
The MP-OLSR can be regarded as a kind of hybrid
multipath routing protocol which combines the proactive
and reactive features. It sends out HELLO and TC messages
periodically to detect the network topology, just like OLSR.
However, MP-OLSR does not always keep a routing table. It
only computes the multiple routes when data packets need
to be sent out. The functionality of MP-OLSR has four
parts: topology sensing, route computation, route recovery
and loop detection.
The topology sensing is to make the nodes aware of the
topology information of the network. This part benefits from
MPRs like OLSR. To get the topology information of the
network, the nodes use Topology sensing which includes link
sensing, neighbor detection and topology discovery, just like
OLSR [1].
The route computation uses the Multipath Dijkstra Algorithm [8] to calculate the multipath based on the information
obtained from the topology sensing. The source route (all
the hops from the source to the destination) is saved in the
header of the data packets. The algorithm make use of the
cost functions to discover the node-disjoint or link-disjoint
multiple paths according to the configuration.
The topology sensing and route computation make it
possible to find multiple paths from source to destination.
In the specification of the algorithm, the paths will be
available and loop-free. However, in practice, the situation
will be much more complicated due to the change of the
topology and the instability of the wireless medium. So route
recovery and loop detection are also proposed as auxiliary
functionalities to improve the performance of the protocol.
The route recovery can effectively reduce the packet loss,
and the loop detection can be used to avoid potential loops
in the network.
From the results obtained from the simulation and testbed,
we can conclude that the Multipath OLSR can effectively
improve the data delivery ratio and reduce the end-to-end
delay. More details about the routing protocol can be found
in our previous work in [9].
II-B. Unequal Error Protection Coding for Multipath
Routing
A wide range of scalability (spatio-temporal and quality)
can be achieved by using SVC. It allows removal of parts of
the bit-stream and still get reasonable coding efficiency with
reduced temporal, spatial or SNR resolution. This feature is
very attractive for unstable network transmission because we
can focus on the more important scalable layers to improve
the final video quality. This can be achieved by using UEP.
We make use of an FEC code based on Finite Radon
Transform (FRT) for UEP. It is a discrete data projec-

tion methods that are exactly invertible and are computed
using simple addition operations. FRT differs significantly
from Mojette transform [6] by providing equal size projection/packets. For detailed information, please refer to our
latest results in [7].
Compared to the equal forward error correction, which
applies equal redundancy to all the packets and increases
the overhead significantly, the UEP can give a good balance
between the error correction and network load by focusing
on the most important packets. With FRT, the packets with
higher priority can be assigned with higher redundancy and
the coded projections can be distributed into disjoint multiple
paths. So even when some of the packets are lost because of
route failure, it is still possible to recover the original packet,
as illustrated in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Multipath transmission with UEP
To make use of priority FEC, it is important to know the
priority of the packets in the video bitstream. For H.264/SVC
bitstream, the scalability structure is defined by three syntax
elements: dependency id, quality id, and temporal id. The
syntax element dependency id denotes the spatial scalability inter-layer coding dependency hierarchy. The quality id
designates the quality level hierarchy of medium granularity
scalability (MGS). The temporal id indicates the temporal
scalability hierarchy or the frame rate.
However, although those three variables can provide
scalable information of the bitstream, no assumption on a
relation between the priority of the packets and the values
of dependency id, quality id, or temporal id is explicitly
made in the SVC draft.
To confirm the priority of different scalable layers, a
packet-loss simulation is launched (more details about the
video codec configuration can be found in section IV-A).
A packet-loss simulator is made so that we can define the
packet loss from a specified scalable layer (temporal, spatial
or quality). Then the PSNR is measured to compare the
packet loss from which layer has more impact on the video
quality, which corresponds to higher priority.
Figure 2 presents the impact of packet loss from different
temporal layer to the quality of the video (t1 stands for the
packet loss from layer with temporal id equals 1, etc.). As
shown in the figure, with the same percentage of packet loss
(over total packets) from different temporal layers, the packet
loss from t1 has the most impact on the video quality, and
then is the t2, etc. The packet loss from t4 and t5 has the

least impact.
The results indicate that with our current configuration of
JSVM codec, the t1 packets have the highest priority, and
the t4 and t5 packets have the lowest priority. This hierarchy
will be used in the following for priority coding.
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Fig. 2. The impact of packet loss from different temporal
layer to the quality of the soccer video

III. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK FOR H.264/SVC
To evaluate the quality of the video transmission over
a specified network, the most straightforward method, of
course, is to build such kind of network and evaluate the
video transmission over it. However, this will be costly and
time consuming. So most of the time, network simulations
are employed for the evaluation.
From the network point of view, a lot of network simulators are widely used , such as NS2 and Qualnet. And
for the video, there are generally three ways to characterize
an encoded video for network simulation: video bitstream,
video traffic model [10] and video trace [11].
Currently, most of the study in H.264/SVC video quality
and error concealment such as in [12] is based on error
patterns. This scheme can define a specified loss rate in the
bitstream and it is very useful and efficient for the error
resilient study. However, it is not sufficient if one wants to
simulation the video transmission over a specified network.
To evaluate the H.264/SVC transmission over different
kinds of networks, especially ad hoc networks, we proposed
a evaluation framework SVCEval as shown in figure 3. It is
based on the SVC reference software JSVM and make use
of the Qualnet simulator for the network simulation.
At the video sender, the YUV file is encoded by the
JSVM encoder, and the .264 bitstream is generated. Then the
BitStreamExtractor is used to generate the bitstream trace
from the given bitstream. It is a text file which specifies
the parameters of each packet inside the bitstream. Those
parameters include the start position of the packet inside
the bitstream, the length of the packets, the values of dependency id (LId), temporal level (TId) and quality level (QId)
for the packet, the type of the packet and two flag which
indicate whether the packet is discardable or truncatable. A
Traffic Generator is written to generate the input traffic trace
file for Qualnet simulation, which includes mainly the packet

Fig. 3. The evaluation framework SVCEval for H.264/SVC

rate and size. The simulator will take the traffic trace file and
run the simulation according the configuration of scenarios
to simulate different kinds of networks.
At the video receiver, a packet trace file is produced by
the simulator. The packet trace file records all the operation
on each packet in each node and each layer (so normally
hundreds of MBytes). A QualnetTraceParser is developed to
analyse the trace to detect which packets are lost and which
packets are properly received. For real-time transmission, we
can set a delay threshold to discard the packets that timed
out. The trace parser can generate the distorted bitstream
trace, and then we use the BitstreamExtractor and JSVM
decoder to have the distorted YUV file after the video
transmission. Then we can evaluate the quality of video
with different metrics such as PSNR or Mean Opinion Score
(MOS).
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
IV-A. Test Conditions and Network Scenario
To demonstrate the performance of multipath routing of
the H.264/SVC video transmission over ad hoc networks, we
performed the simulation based on the evaluation framework
proposed. The football sequence with high and irregular
motion is used as a sample. The configuration of the JSVM
codec is as follows.
• JSVM 9.8.
• Two layers with based layer QCIF@30Hz and enhancement layer CIF@30Hz.
• Group of picture size is 16.
• SliceMode is set to fixed number of bytes per slice, with
SliceArgument set to 1000.
The UEP scheme is applied to the video stream. The layers
with temporal id 1 and 2 are encoded using systematic code.
Each time at the sender, the coder will buffer 2 packets, and
generate 3 projections. At the receiver, the decoder needs 2
projections to recover the original packets. The rest of the
layers are not coded and transmitted in its original form (i.e.
not protected). The layer with temporal id 0 are regarded
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transmitted along reliable channel.
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in Table I for the purpose of repeatability. Those parameters
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IV-B. Simulation Results
Figure 4 compares the delivery ratio of OLSR and MPOLSR with or without UEP coding. The four configurations
have almost the same performance at low speed, but the
delivery ratio of single path routing (OLSR and OLSR FEC)
decreases quickly as the mobility increases. This is because
as the links become more unstable, the MP-OLSR could take
benefits from the multipath routing.
The UEP could slightly increase the delivery ratio of MPOLSR (about 1%), but not significant for OLSR. This is
because: firstly, in the network, the packet loss is continuous
most of the time because of congestion or route failure. If
the single path routing is applied, all the projections from the
coded packets are lost continuously in the same route, and
FEC is not helpful in this situation. With multiple paths, the
projections are distributed in the disjoint paths and forwarded
to the destination independently. The FEC can still work
even some of the routes failed as illustrated in figure 3.
Secondly, it is inevitable that the FEC coding will increase
the network load even priority coding strategy is employed
because the redundancy is added in the packets to protect the
data. This will increase the packet loss and maybe results in
worse video quality in the end for single path routing (for
example, the 5m/s and 6m/s for OLSR FEC). This problem
is less serious for multipath routing because it can provide
higher overall bandwidth.
Figure 5 compares the quality of the video transmission
by using different kinds of protocols. Compared to OLSR,
MP-OLSR has worse quality in very low-mobility scenarios
(1m/s and 2m/s). As the node speed increases, the quality
of OLSR drops quickly and MP-OLSR outperforms OLSR.
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Fig. 4. The delivery ratio of different protocols (with or with
out FEC code)

This result is consistent with the conclusion from our previous work that the single path routing might have better
delivery ratio than MP-OLSR in the network with very less
topology changes. However, in these low-mobility scenarios,
the MP-OLSR can make use of single path also because the
MP-OLSR is compatible with OLSR.
Although the improvement of the MP-OLSR with priority
FEC coding (MPOLSR FEC) in delivery ratio is not obvious, the MPOLSR FEC can effectively improve the video
quality by 2 dB on average. It is because the packets with
high priority (temporal id equals 1 or 2) are better protected
with UEP. The overhead produced by UEP is 15% with our
configuration. If the Equal Error Protection (EEP) is applied,
the overhead will be up to 50%. In fact, the simulations
of EEP is also taken, but did not provide significant improvement (even worse in high mobility scenarios). Although
the EEP offered more redundancy, it also injected more
load to the network, which will bring down the network
performance.
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Figure 6 presents the screenshots of three frames from
the scenario of seed 6, with max speed of 4m/s. The MPOLSR with UEP provided the best video quality and OLSR
suffers from the most packet loss. The frames displayed by
OLSR are delayed because the frame copy error concealment
method is used. In this way, the previous frames are copied
if there is too much packet loss.
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Fig. 6. Screenshots of the football video sequence from
scenario of seed 6, 4m/s

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method to transmit
H.264/SVC video stream over MANET by using a multipath
routing protocol, called MP-OLSR. The FRT is combined
with MP-OLSR for unequal error protection. With UEP, the
data with higher priority can be better protected over the
packet lossy networks. The SVCEval is built as an evaluation framework for H.264/SVC video network transmission.
Based on the JSVM and the Qualnet network simulator, it
can provide great flexibility and more realistic scenarios by
simulating the video transmission over different kinds of
networks.
The results from the simulation show that the multipath
routing is more adapted to network topology changes. And
with UEP, the video quality can be significantly improved
(by 2 dB in Y-PSNR in our experiment scenarios) without
introducing much network load.
We are in the process of optimization of allocation of
the redundancy for different scalable layers. Distribution of
the coded projections into the multiple paths based on the
route quality information are also open topics in the future.
The subjective measurement for video quality will be also
considered.
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